Rekindle Your Passion for Teaching!

APPLY TODAY FOR A 2022 EARTHWATCH PROJECT KINDLE FELLOWSHIP

Earthwatch is seeking high school teachers who are interested in experiencing for themselves what a hands-on scientific field expedition might look like for their students! Fellows will receive a fully-funded expedition opportunity as well as access to resources that can help them to build an Earthwatch group field trip for their students when they return. Complete your online application here. Applications are accepted on a rolling basis.

I would have never imagined this would have been a possible trip for students without Project Kindle...My biggest takeaway was if I want to make this trip happen, I can make it happen.

— William Leou, 2018 Fellow

Visit earthwatch.org/project-kindle to apply!
Lead Your Students on the Experience of a Lifetime

Earthwatch expeditions are unlike any other travel experience. Our programs can be explained as “service-learning” for science, giving your students the opportunity to work side by side with world-class scientists. We want teachers to feel confident and prepared when they bring a group of students on an Earthwatch expedition.

The Project Kindle Experience

• Experience all aspects of an Earthwatch expedition before leading students on one.
• Explore ways to align your student group expedition with your school’s learning model.
• Gain confidence, skills, and knowledge in leading student travel.
• Collaborate with a team of teachers and share best practices, ideas, and the spirit of team-based scientific inquiry.
• Join our growing network of nearly 50 years of Earthwatch educator alumni, with special access to our Project Kindle alumni Facebook group and seasonal updates on teaching resources and professional development opportunities through newsletters and webinars.

*Earthwatch’s experienced risk management team continues to develop, evaluate, and adjust our COVID-19 safety protocols in accordance with the most recent public health guidelines and travel advisories. We are proud to be fielding a growing list of “COVID Ready” expeditions that meet our enhanced safety standards. For more information on our new safety measures please visit earthwatch.org/covid-19.

ELIGIBILITY

• High school classroom teachers within the U.S.
• Available to travel on an Earthwatch expedition with a team of Project Kindle teacher fellows July 13–21, 2022*
• Commitment to engaging your students on an Earthwatch expedition in 2023 or 2024
• Time and flexibility in your schedule to take on this commitment


HOW TO APPLY FOR A 2022 FELLOWSHIP

Complete your online application here. Applications are accepted on a rolling basis To learn more visit earthwatch.org/project-kindle. Fellowship notifications will be sent by April 30, 2022.

CONTACT US

Andrew Schulman, Project Kindle Coordinator
Phone: 800.776.0188 | Email: fellowshipawards@earthwatch.org

Visit earthwatch.org/project-kindle to apply!